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MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
LABO RATO RY FOR N UCL EAR SCIEN CE 

CAMBRIDGE. M ASSACHUSETTS 02 1 3 9 

Dr. Gertrud Szilard 
2380 Torrey Pines Road 
La Jolla, California 

Dear Trude: 

Room 26-425 

16 July 1969 

We're in business! The Collected Scientific Works are scheduled to 
appear late this winter, certainly in time to be launched (in some ceremonial 
way) by the Press at the Washington meeting of the APS and National Academy 
in April. We still need to take care of the items circled in the Table (enclosed), 
by September if possible. 

What did you have in mind for the illustrations? Can you send me or 
Curly a few of your favorite photos of Leo, to be used in the book and on the 
jacket? A few typical (or atypical) notebook pages would be welcome. Can 
you have some photos made and send them along? 

Now to get at the next volume. 
Love, 

~ 
B. T . Feld 
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arun· Vol. ~5:! oremher 8 1974 

The language of space 
from A 1/g,•la Croomc 

Lt.-Coloncl Alc;-..eit Leonov, com
manckr de\ignate of the So) UL crew 
for next summer's Apollo-SO)UL link
up (the A">IP) announced a nice com
promise on the question of ~pace 

commun1.:ations durin g the JOint pre
sentation on A~rl' progress at the 
Amsterdam International A ~tronau

tical Congress. Last year it was not 
known ''hat the language of pace 
would he. said Leonov; it had now 
been decided that on the mi ion the 
Ru-. i:.tth \\oultl pe,tk L.:.ngli h a11tl the 
American Rm ian . In an emcrgcn y 
each team would re vert to its o~n 

language. It had not however been 
fixed who would take overa ll command 
in a crisi . 

The 'book' of operational proce-

Radioactivity salted away 
StR- Rde rring to the artie!..: "Fruit~ 

of a Fau ·tian bargain" (Nature, 251, 
274: 1974) it appears that the nitcd 
States propose te t in 1980 for the 
storing of radioactive waste so as to 
stop dumping it- as do the UK . USSR 
and other nations-in the ocean. The 
Gaman autho riti c~ cern to be ahead 
of them , as for several years now. low 
and moderately radioactive waste ha~ 

been stored in a !.alt mine c lose to 
Hannover hy the Gcsclbchaft fi.ir 
Strahlcn-und Umwcltfor\c:hun g ov.ned 
by the Federal Gcrman Republic. And 
there i\ still ~rn ce for thou\and~ of 
barrel~ for dccack, to comc . It m:l) bc 

-tak<.:n for gr.tn ted th.Jt no e:lrtlllil;:lkc 
will occur ln wre;JI, havoc for mil 
liolh of year\ nonc ha~ haprcned there. 
so the only thing to fear i\ mankind 
it~clr by trying t11 provc ih dlic:icncy 
by di.,coveri nl' a llL'W and linal way of 
self dc\truct ion . 

I L1Ns K . KoENBER 

Laser & Elecrro-oprik. 

D-8000 Miinchen 

Plasmid moratorium 
Sill - The nppcal by a enmmittec of 
eminent hiomedicai \Cicntist~ for a 
voluntary mo r.t to rit ll11 on an arca of 
\cicntific re'L'arch '' hic:l1 ma y c rcat e 
unrrcdi..::tablc hazard, to human health 
(Narure , 250, 175: 1974) reminded me 
of a talk v.hich I co Szilard gave at 
a writer\' club in Moscow in December 
1960 which : attended, and where to 
my knowledge the question of a mora
torium was raised for the first time . 
This story was later told hy Szilard 

dures h.td been 11 riuen ~1nd pr.h.: U<,,·d 
in the four joint .ra1ning '..:";on\. 
LmergenC) rroCLdur..:s had ~et to he 
worked ou t and there 11a\ further 
pol ishing of the l.tnguagL to he c.lcllle: 
thi~ had pro1ed much more of a rr,lb
lem than origin.tll) cn1 i'.t ged (thnu ~·h 

iu lging from L..:onO\ ·s comp.:tent per
formance, his English wa~ no longer a 
headache). Still to be fully sorted out 
v. as the ticklish question of the inter
rela tion of the two control centre . 
There ~cemed no clea r indicat ion that 
an America n team of controllers 
would be sitting in at Baikonur next 

July. 
Both the Ruso,ians and t:tc Ameri

cans assured que tioners tha t th ere 11as 
nothing to choose hctwccn the two 
sides in terms of input to the engineer
ing and other dcsign and ope rati onal 
concepts. oncthclcss behind the 

and published '. 
" .'\ y.:ar ago la\t Do: cL·mb..:r 1 11 a' J 

in Mo'<.:ow to attend the \i\th l'ug
wa"h conference. And while I was 
there I was invited to talk to a writers' 
club about molecular biology, about 
my work . On e of thc~c writers said, 
' ow what practical consequences does 
this •have?' So 1 said. 'A~ far as T can 
sec it has no practical utility whatever 
- but of course if you had a~kcd me 
tha t about nuclear physics in the 
1930s I would have told you the same 
thing.' And then the Russian ~aiel, 

'Well in that case, wouldn't it be better 
if you ~torped right now?'" . 

You r<., fai•thfully, 
(iii!IIUIJ> \VI ·I"" S7.11.Allll 

!.a Jolla, 
California \1:!037 
' 'f'hi11/..ill<: A /,, ·or! wirh L ·" S:ilord, in 

l111. Sci . /', ·,h .. D .1K (I %21. 

£itting Bull? 
S1n- l was startled to n:.td (Nature . 
251, xviii; 1974) that Colorado State 
University is encouraging 'ethnic 
minorities and women" to apply for 
Lhc po\ll!On of Chairpcr~on in its 
Stati\lic, Departm ent. I r..:j..:ct a' highly 
improh:1bk the impli, it :t\\Uillption 
that ethnic minnritie\ nn·l'\\.trily con
'i't entircl) of mal<.:' . 1nnthcks,. I 
v.ondc r v.hcthn the .11111 " to encour
age cnlkctivc appllic-.lli<)n, n:~ulting 

in la rg<: ,c .il.: migratio1h of American 
Indian<., (that I'< deviation~ from their 
normal distribution) . Does this mean 
that sophi,ticatcd stati~tical tests (ex
cluding Student's t, of course) will then 
be used to select individual ohair:people 

'\.. \,;i1 ' n 
l \1 ,1 th t f~ II f t. l I • -.i 11 ..\ 4 ~..d i 

nne ~ \ ''" ttr d n "'· · p,.~L r- . .. d .... i n~ 
l~<~l cl ·n j' .t , ._ ., 1,, I cr, >~a • .t g ~~...tt 

SC,J rLI \ ( ,JdL J, tL ~')\ i, t d.tt ,l. I! l\V 

had th..: . , 1 ILl )"l •: r.llliP lc Lr •• J . ..:,llcd 
early pro l1l :ns ,, it I lll< h lilll s;~..l..nc.,s? 

Sl..yla :1 astron .lllt . groggy anJ ~~ k 
during their lir t v.ce · in the orbital 
''ork~hor . wnuld dearly like to l..n 011 . 

Meda 1 gy 
\\ ..: arL .1gog to see 1\hct 1er our hint 
( afltre. 2.t6. '13: 19731 tn.tt the l<.uyal 
Sl ,ic:. \ pn.1c~ ·or he di~tributto of 
meJ.tl, w;,~ ju~l " lr;fle !llwarJ-J,,ul..ing 
h;,, f.tllcn un fat!le grol<nd. It' m..:da l -
time aga in n;:xt 1 cek and ~evcral 

Fellows have toiJ L:\ th.:-~ 11 ill try and 
persuaJc C uncil tu lool.. f nher afield 
this year. 

from l.trgc , ,l ll1J1 lc'? 1\nJ , e1cn if Lhi~ 

anal)~i~ i, at 1·ari.tnc..: 1\llh the real 
objcct of the cxer..:ise, ,,·nn' t the un
succc,,ful arrlicanh siou x? 

Yours faithful!~ . 
t:' '\. S:-.IITH 

Deparrment of Bo rany, 
University of Adelaide , 
Adelaide , South Ausrralia 5001 

ILLL reactor? 
StR ,-Although apposite .tnd allusi1·e 
a lliterations arc alway~ am u ing and 
appropriate as .tcron~ ms. lnstitut 
Lauc-Langevin still atisiics many of 
us. lt recalls that the construction of 
this long awaited reactor is owed to a 
Franco-German agreement. whilst with 
1.000 visitors and :100 cumrkt.:J ex
rcriments in the la~t year, the lnstitut 
i' already known a\ ILl the wcHll 
ov..:r 

helicn: w.: ~lh1Uid 'kt 11 1 alone' . 
Your' faithl'ull~. 

\V . l\1. l OMER 

fnsritut Laue-L.zn~:evin, 

Grenoble, Fran ce 

Erratum 
Sill In my nc11, ,.,,._ (t\ ,, n · . .-\ugust 
9) Cl'l'< ilt fnr ti ll' f.dl,lpl. 1 dhc tr.tn~

Jiant l' \Pl'rim,'lll' 111 .1 1 , .1:, ,Jh1Uld 
ha1e 1!•'11.: t<> Dr B I. l ,J.:n ,,f the 
UniH·r,it~ nf ('.,p,· T,,. ~ \!cdic.tl 
School. n,\l tn !11' .:Jo ·e _. ,lk .lgue Dr 
l'vl. Kat/. who h~h dra 11 n Ill\ : ttcntion 
to th.: crr.>r. J loi=i '.: to hoth 
gentlemen . 

35 Oakwood Gardens, 
llford, Essex 

lAN RIDPATH 
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'P~~r4..- :-· 
-IntroEiuctio!l ~.AG<Jllected Works of Leo Z!6ibrd ~elating to the Manhattan Project 

'' ~ i (:__..j __ -r.-F(M- ~~'"" /'1, ! . 

l 'i . Preparat ion .v{; I ~ "!; 

The genius of Leo Sz ilard had many facets: a power of foresight, bordering 
. ..J I I I·'"'" 

on the visionary , which enable d him to comprehend the long -range c onsequences 
J 

of a scie ntific discovery or of a soc ia l situatiOf! long before they were imagined by 

' #~ 
even the most astute; an ingenuity of approa ch and execution .zhich led him to 

discover the most unexpected, but~ direct, soluti0i1S to difficult problems ; a 
#~ . ~ 

tenacity wlt-icl1 prevent(;d him from abandoning difficult problems/ but forced him 

to re turn and return again , devi s ing new approaches at each attempt, and yet 

permitting him to leave the details of the solution in other , competent hands once 

the appropriate approach had been found and the path charted; ?.nd an overrid ing 

sense of re sponsibil ity, toward~ his work, towardr;cience , but most of all towardt 

his fellow ·men . 

. All the se combined to make Le~ Szilard an indispensfble factor in 

the successful achievement of the first man -made nuclear chain reactior.. anct in 

the vast wartime enterprise known as the Manhattan Project , which culminate d 

in the first man -made nuclear explosion. 

.•. : . . It was no accident that Leo Szila rd was on the spot ,_ at Columbia University, 

--- - ----- -- - - -
~ f;~~._..,..;.,,..7__::·~~ad~f~pl~~&:~int~ the experimental in~es!~gatio~~-- of its r_:'i~~~cat i~r:~; immed iately 

·- after the announcement of the discovery of nuclear fissio)''-~He_ had sensed, with 

v'" y 
that uncanny instinct wh ic:1 never deserted him , that this was where •(the action 

would be; and he had been scheming and dreaming about the controlled r e lease - ...__ 
. . /. . / Tt~ 

of nuclear energy ever since a r emark by Lord Ru~herford in the fall of 19 33\(:-'- te 
~.,.(7:1"'-t / >:.r!:7 .t"./~~ ~'! /./.,-..:_,.~~ ");::.;:.~~ I" ..,.cr--.. -r ,.J"'~~-:;:r:~;;,;.-~_:/~,?;,. .. ~ ;.,._~~..A. c:.Z~-

• ~~+t::-~~h"" 1~-~J.to.n:>.iG-B~b""-J ~s "tnu-crin;trh-r.r"...:.·.:..· -
.....,_J-~,/~7 ~~~:q---,...~~-....1"-rt-

had intrigued and goaded him into taking up the study of nuclear physics. Charac-
./ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

I 

I 
I 



teristically, he immediately re1Yzed that, of all the available nuclear 
' .f/1t nD.~~")-· .Aa.d fkc.. particles, it was the neut;:-on which held the key; .ffi-rettgh-ils~ ability to penetrate 

r matter without the energy -consuming electromagnetic interactions which prevented 
all but a minute fra~tion ·of the other(ch~rged n-uclear proj ectiles from inducing 
nuclear reactions. The problern was to discover a neutron-induced r eac tion in which 
at least one neutron is emitted for each neutron absorbed. M :...:J'- 5-e.r ~ ~ r- 1 !.1-· ~ -.:-: cf/33- ,q:: s· 

-An-4 sol\ a refugee in England~ with no academic base and practically no 
. 

/~ resources, he embarked on a series of fundamental researches which, even 
though they did not succeed in uncovering the type of reaction he had envisaged, 

' were to give him that profound understand ing of nuclear phenomena which was 
(1/ 

174 

indlspens\ble to his exploitation of the fission reaction when it was finally discovered. 
The scientific aspects of Sz ilard's work in England, prior to his . . . :... -fJ cz,d- I '/-emigration to New York at the beginning of 1938, are described ~wher in this . ~ . 

volume. It is sufficient to observe that if his late entry ·into the field of nuclear physics 
did not permit him to participate in its most fundamental discoveries, it did ·not take 
him long to overcome the handicaps of a newcomer~ ~a-t by 1938 Szilard could .. •. : . 
be counted among the elite of the small international community of nuclear phys icists . .. · . 
Still, he was always profoundly aware of his place in the historical sci1eme, with no '· .• V-.; 

. . J...A..-illusions and #lat delicate balance of judgment with which -&z·ilard was always able to 
view history. As usual, this judgment is best described in his own words, and it. , ,, · ,J; th .. ~· J. 'i r;tuA .J..<vJa.."'0 .11Ct<ea;f,·v e. 'IN felli 'f 2-•lC.e ~ Scc,e:r'i 'f is ~tppropri:at::e -to reproduce . .ftere~,an address delivered by Szilard at the University I ' •• t ' • '.. I 

. • 

of Chicago in 1946G) there is, to my knowledge, no more succinct or penetrating :: 
summary of the history of nuclear physics from l.ts inception until the first chain 
reaction_, nor of his own role in .this historical chain. 
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Genesis 

:Although much has been written about the genesis of the wartin:e a torr; ic~e,~gy, .. /f?:q _...., I fL..,...c.LZ",) :;,J-;1. t .....-. .-:j. ~ _l·; """7 } ~ .. project , its pre rhist0ry f.() the per iod between the arr iva l of Bohr in the ~·in -1 · ,.-- · 1 

1 ~ - ~ C) 
with fresh knowledge of the discovery of fission, and the setting up of the official 

. f 
Manhattan project in 1941 - .- remains some'-.vhat obscure and confused . In part, ~ - /'i 

"/ 

this is a natural consequence of the fact d1at in science , when the time is ripe, 

similar ideas occur simultaneously at many sources and the r apid interchange of 

ideas and information serves to confuse their origins , ev.en in the minds of the most 

important contributors. Furthermore, most scienti sts are too concerned with their 

current research~o take the tim~ to unravel and record their recollections of the · 

past. 

Fortunately , Szilard has left us with a clear record of the st~ps leading to 
( 

the concept ion of the chain-reactlng system utilizing a lattice of natural uranium 

embedded in a matrix of graphite. These steps are outlined in a lette r written to 
~:aPr~-E. P. W igner in 19 56, which is r eproduced at the end of this -sect-ion, together 

with the documents to which it r efers . 

Having established, in an experiment with Walter H. Zinn, the emission of 

~ neutrons in the fission proces ~~Jthe problem was. how to achieve a self -sustaining .•., . . . I 
system -- one in which the neutrons emitted in a fission would be capable of inducing An . . ... 
at least one more fission r eaction . There are two requirements for such a syste:rno . . 
first, the fast neutrons emitted in the fission process must be slowed down to the r mal ~ . 

energies, at which the probability of produc ing a fis s ion in uranium is much increasect) 

~econd, it is necessary to avoid the pa rasitic abs.orption of these neutrons, both by 

~ f~-~ ~The same fact was simultaneously and independently ascertained by Anderson, , r~ 
' r-eo-_ _// Hanstein;and Fermi, also at Columbia University [ Phys. Rev .11~"' 797 (1939)] and, a ) 

I. slightly before, by HalbAn, ]olio) and Kowar"ski in P·aris r Nature , 143 , 479 (193 9)] . 



y 
.. 

+-t<Juranium during the slowing -down process and by the light elements w-ltich are 

required to reduce rapidly the neutrons to thermal energies before they undergo 

such absorption or escape from a necessarily finite system. 

After careful consider at ion of the possibility of utilizing mixtures of uranium 
and water for this purpose [Anderson, Fermi and Szilard, Phys. Rev . 56, 284 (1939); 7 -(1.. :J. fh!:J.S i(o..dl0" also Halbc~n , Joliot, Kowarski and Perrin, ":fourn: de Phy&. '10, 428 (1939)], Fermi ~- j - . . 

1\ -- - --
and Szilard eliminated water from con sideration as the slowing-down matrix owing to 
the strong neutron absorption properties of hydrogen. (In Szilard's case, at least, 

consideration of the engineering difficulties involved in extracting large amounts of 
power from a water -uranium system. were also involved; :he h_q_d', from the start, . --- --·-··- - - --- - - - - -· -- - - --' ..C in mind the necessity ·of producing large amo~~t~-~f plutonium if the thain reaction 

was to be of any wartime importance.) Heavy water was also soon discarded 

owing to the unavailability of large quantities. Carbon, in the form of graphite, 

was the next choice, despite its considerably poorer energy -moderating properties 
than the hydrogens, both because of its availability in large quantities and of its 

small neutron absorption cross section (although it was not known for some time 

just ho~v small the cross section is; as it later turned out, the upper limit known 

· at that time could be accounted for entirely on the basis of impurities). 

· ·· The problem of avoiding the parasitic (resonance) absorption of neutrons by 
uran.ium during. the slowing-down process was more difficult. Szilard, and also j2- . Fermi,tfut upon the solution of separating the uranium from the graphite, so that 

the moderating process would t·ake place in the absence of uranium. It remained 

to work out the necessary proportions of the constituents_ and their optimum geometrical 
,J' . I distribution, on the basis of neutron reaction properties very incompletely known -----:;;;. 

!
Cjf ~/Although Fermi was apparentiy thinking in terms of alte;nate layers of uranium and 

h . h h h 1 . d . d b s '1 d ,.. . ,-;~rr;; grfp 1te, rat er t an t e att1ce structure ev1se y z1 ar . ,.... Ae~.:, t _., · ·- - --- ~r I /~u.. . I -,:: ~ <::' • • (_ 9· ' ·,. 0 I ~ ; a.r I -. ---· ~ .0...) • - ""• " ' I _.,/...,(., .._,- ; , ,. I ( / _ • • I -,. • I ' - ./ A _.A._ ~ l .. - . ~ ._// ~ - '"' ...J v ' 
J-r~ 1 .Xt-!,.'..V ~..--<.-~ • ) 

I 

r 
i ~ 
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and in the ::tbsence of a satisfactory theoretical framework for trea ting such 

he~erogeneous mixtures. 

By the end of 1939, Szilard had worked out a rough theory of the nuclear 

chain reaction in a graphite -uranium latt ice , which se rved to convince him of its 

fea~i'Jility . This he submitted firs t as a letter and then as a paper to ~ Ph ysical 

Review in February(i940. However, be ing by then convinced of the f;vorable 

prospe.cts for its successfand concerned that its publication would aid Germany 

~ its prior achievement, its publication wa s indefinitely deferred at his r eques t. 

I 

-i -. 
-· · 

Early in 1946, the editors of the Physical Review and Szilard agreed =- ~.. . . 
that the original version should be published with some footnotes a~d 

a "note added Ma~946 11 for the purpose of clarifying some aspects 

of the paper in the light of nevr information . However, t he authorities 

of the Manhattan Project at first refused and then delayed 

classification until December 1946. For reasons unltno:-m, it 

. This clas~ic pape;· is. here published for the first time.~ 

.• ,, · · In acknowled~ment of their invention, Fermi and Szilard were jointly 

--- (2., 
----....,_...,_ . ...aW.a_r_s!ed a patent on the nuclj,tr reactor in 1955 by the United St;J.tes Government. 

- \ 
~ . 1' W This paper received only very limited circulation in the Manhattan Pr_oject ; its 

existence was quite widely known, as A -55, but under the confusing and wholly 

misgUided system of compartmentalization it was not possible, even for members of 

the project, to obtain most reports without establishing a "need to know" their contents. 
~ 

Early (pre-Chicago project) reports on the chain reaction were classified under the 
~ . 

heading A; later, a more elaborate system was :established: C for Chicago, CP for 

physics; CE for engineering; CF for fast neutron work, etc. But the system served 

more to confuse than to clarify. 
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Attainment: 

With the broad outlines of the solution generally agreed upon, Szilard was ' 
-o~ 

.content to leave to Fermi the main responsibility for the experiments \¥h-ich were to 
prove the feasibility of the graphite -uranium chain reaction and explore its properties . 
Although he was deeply involved in the conception of the "exponential" experiment for 

. 
. 

measur.ing the neutron absorption properties of graphite and for te sting the multiplicative <"1 v . properties of subj critical uranium -graphite systems/ and he continued to take an active (/ . . 
interest _in the details of the experiments, Szilard's main efforts, from 1940 on, were J directed toward9 planning for the earliest possible use of the rm ctor for the large- =;J 
scale production of P.lutonium . -r::.J. f< '-"J r:J..;F 

-+hat, -in~fact , enough plutonium was produced to be used militarily before 
the· end of tl{e war (albeit just barely)ris mainly owed to the acute and incisive 
foresight exhibited by Szilard in the earliest stages of the project. 

Thi s may be the appropriate point for some remarks on the question of ~ 

~ 
indispens\ bility: J.n the history of science Vf-l'Y few men have been indispens'i.ble; . . ::: ~~~rt~~~ particularly in applie~~~:ence,fand the)'chain reaction definitely falls into this . categor)S@'o~-;.~is_~di§I?~-~~ Many ~en in many cillritries had the same or ,& . ; • . • 

• sim ilar ideas, __ and some advanced them relatively far under much more adverse . . v 3 
· circumstan.ces~e remarkable exploit involved in the plutonium project was the short 

.. . 
time h pan .. between the discovery of fission at the end of 1938 and the production by means 
of a high -power -producing nuclear reactor of kilogram quantities of an entirely new I element , plutonium, by 1944 - ;1 all this requiring the invention and reduction to I' . . ope r ation of the nuclear reactor and the development of a completely new branch ·-.ttl/·_£'\., 
of engineering in a field where many of the scientific fundamentals. were -&ttl not 

" 
\j: Y See the recent revelations on the exploits of Kurchotov and co -workers in the W!. . (d.~~~/? . 

. . %Sc& ~. A. S . , Dec,. 

f 

I 
I 
I: 



¥F . 
) known_ or imperfectly understood. 

The scient ists of the Manhattan project thought they we r e involved in a race ~ 

against the Ger_mans; they were certainly racing against time. With hindsight, 
one .. may denigrate the importance of the ir accomplishment or regret , as Szilard 
was afterwards frequently to regret, that they succeeded so well; but retrospect 
cannot dim . the lussl1;}of their achievement. -And _in this accomplishment no man • 1 ......._f"·"v<f~t ::: I was more incH-spens~le than Leo Szilard , and only a few -- notably Enrico Fermi and A 

M 
Eugene P. Wigner for the plutonium -production aspect of the proj ect ~-:; can be placed . . 

I~ 

at the same level. 

13/ 
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tq As noted, Szilard' s major contributions came in the earliest stages, in 1940-41, , 

A ~tl:y c~ng even before the Columbia group moved t~ Chicago and was 
incorporated into the many -faceted Manhattan Project. It was he who first recognized 
the importance of securing copious quantities of pure graphite , and who initiated the 
steps necessary to assure this. More important, realizing at a ve ry early stage the 

I necessity of securing pure uranium in its high -density metallic form -- uranium ,.., 
· metal had not previously been industrially produced, and its metallurgy was only 

I vaguely comprehended -- Szilard initiated and personally supervised a program aimed /~ . 
.. . at the industrial production of uranium metal of high purity. A brief report (A -24), 

... repr:oduc~~~~ ~h~~~~ ~;~:~ ~portant was his contribution to the success of this 
'aspect of the project. 

S?ilard' s first act on moving to Chicago was to set up a Technological Division, 
of which he was the first head, concerned with the. anticipation and solution of the 
engineering and metallurgical problems involved in ~he achievement of a high -power 
nuclear reactor. To this group he recruited a number of outstanding physicists 
and engineers who undertook, at his instigation, important studies of such problems 
as uranium metal fabrication, coating and claqding, heat transfer, as well as 
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studies of a lternative (to water) means of removing the fission -heat ene rgy 

in an operating nuclear r eactor . 

Szilard's usefulness a t this stage stemmed as much from his abilities as 

an engineer as fr om his understanding of nuclea r phys ic s . Like Wigner , whose 

early training in Budapest was in engineering --~a budding scientist in Hungary usually - , "\ . 0:::..2'!- <:;' · I 1 't 1 J. I I ---- . • • turned to engineering as the most effective entree into scie nce ~- hel\ was a superb 
engineer. It is the r efore no coincidence tha t the most farsighted and imaginat ive , 

as well as solid, contributions to the solution of the project's unprecedented 

engineering problems came from Szilard's Technologica l Division and Wigner' s 

Theoretical Division. 
f...,JJ ,_ ,...._ ~.... 1 ~j i.!Z.A-..1...) 

The papers reproduced 9e-lm.v., all heretofore unpublished, represent two II 

aspects of Szilard' s contributions in this early stage of preparation for the large -scale 
release of nuclear fission energy in a chain reaction aimed at plutonium production. 
The first set are concerned with the measurement of basic nuclear constants and 

their application to the design of the nuclear reactor; the second represent 

engineering· studies, some exploratory and some detailed, on reactor design. 



Cons6licla tionT 

Once the decision had been taken,.J;o construct a plutonium production r 8actor 
I I. -1' Ltt ""' · £..1'. , . :---. ·. ,;;-

at Hanford"b..'lsed on the graphite -uranium system with water cooli..-1g, Szilard's 

direct involvement slowly came to an end . The assignment of providing lia ison 

I 
between the project physicists and the engineers of the DuPont Company , responsible 

. . . I 
for the construction and operation of the Hanford reactors, was given to Wigner' s 

Theoretical Division ; most of Szilard's Technologica l Div.ision was incorporated 

into the engineering team, while some of its key members drifted off to other, 

more immediately pressing aspects of the project. A small group of phys icists, 

under my immediate supervision, continued to work under his direction on some of 

the unsolved problems of nuclear phys ic s only indirectly associate'd with the reactor. 

However, even though relieved of direct responsibility for the success of 

the project, Leo Szilard could not divest himself of his deep involve ment in its 

success. He assumed the role of contingency planner, devising alternative approaches 

in the event of the failure of the water -cooled system, which was encounteriug 
. . ~.vrv'i-

·unforeseen problems and delays. His favored alternatives were a (0-cooled r eactor, -:/ 
A 

and cooling by a eutectic mixture of liquid B i and P b. Szilard devoted great efforts 
~·. l • • • 

toward the _detailed design of such reactors; for example, he and I developed a detailed 

·d.esign for a magnetic pump for liquid bismuth, based on a principle which had been 

invent~d by him and Einstein in 19 ~&'for the purpose of circulating liquid refrigerants 

in a system without moving parts. 

In this period, Szilard was intrigued with the problem of devising the most 

efficient system for a nuclear power reactor·. In addition to He and fiquid B i cooling 

(he also foresaw the possibility of using the electromagnetic pump for the circulation of 

liquid Na) Szilard foretold and investigated the engineering problems associated with 
-tr~ . 

most of the reactor systems \\.!.b.i..G.h have since been seriously considered or 

I 
successfully utilized for power purposes -- a reactor cooled by the boiling of ,.,, . 

I 
I 
I 
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water; a beryllium moderated reactor; C02 cooling. In addition, he placed very 
I -;;_r high priority on the problem of breeding -- of designing a reactor ~1 would 

· H\ _'\.233 o..rJ ' ?39 ' 238 produce at !'ea st one nucleus of a fissile e lement (U .. from Th~ Pu~J. from U v 
neutron absorption) for each nucleus consumed in fission. 

But more and more·, convinced that we had won the race against the Germans, 
Szilard was concerned with the problem of using, or not using, the atomic bomb in a 

fas~ion most calculated to insure peace and stability in the postwar world . . In part, 
his concern for more efficient power r eactors was motivated by a belief that 

it would strengthen the hand of the United States Governm ent, in seeking a postwar 

system of stringent controls over nuclear weapons, to have accumulated, in the 
;"'"') 

early post~war period, a substantial store of fissile material. (.__. . 

And thus,' to an increasing extent, in the last years of th~ war , Szilard's 

efforts were devoted to the organization of a strong body of opinion among his 

colleagues in the project for exerting pressures on the government against the 

hasty and ill-considered use of the first atomic bombs. Although these efforts 

failed, their failure only spurred him toward~reater efforts at political action 
in the postwar· years . .r.. . · 

~her aspect of history ':f~ 
.•. : . 

. .. 

/.56 

~ I 
f 

j \jl j-' See, for example, Alice Smith, A Peril and a Hope, 
1 
U~i v~;~ ity of Chicago Press, : "16 $' 

ll 
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(2) j(v. L'Envo~ 
.;:t:v -c.~ · c.d~ ........, 

I could not forego this opportunity +or some very pe rsona l recollections of 
J.--- " 

the unique experience I had in working in close scientific collaboration with Leo 

Szilard during World War II. 

At our first meeting, some time early in 1941, in response to his 

telephoned invitation to lunch, I succumbed, with only token resistance, to his }J . ~ 

irresis~bly exciting invitation to join him in the attempt to produce a nuclear 

chain reaction. 

At ~e time, I was in my second year of graduate studies at Columbia 
V u· vc./ 

University/ and just becoming involved in research in Rabi' s molecular beam 

laboratory. 

A . 
. I But .I had heard of, and had been intrigued by the discovery of fission --

111 
it was in the air at Columbia ;A - and, more important, I was convinced that the /. I . 

United States would soon (should already have) become involved in the war and 

I was chafing for a chance to make some contribution. Fortunately, I had 
-#;f' 

already hit upon a subject wfl-k.h I thought might be suitable for a (theoretical) 

· thesis, and Szilard convinced me that I .could continue work on this subject in 

my spare time and helped to arrange this with Willis Lamb, who agreed to be · ,rs/ .•. my .thesis supervisor. V 

. I never knew why Szilard chose me as his assistant; I suppose he needed 
' ~ .,../:I) ~·.r&v-tJ,.., . . 

'·someone -to pursue some of his myriad~ideas, who would follow his instructions 1\ 

without t_oo much independence, W1 o had enough competence in theoretical techniques 

~~ f By fortunate chance, this worked out as anticipated, and I was able to s_ubmit my I thesis and receive my degree immediately after the war. 
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to car:ry out a program of computation without too much supervision , and who 

understood enough _I_ but not too much -
1
- to pick up a par tly developed idea and h) h'\ . 

1_84 )?(] 

carry it to completion. Whatever his original expectations, I seemed to suit him 

well, for we worked in close collaborat ion until I left Chicago for Los Alamos in 1944 . 

Szilard wa·s an ideal boss . He supervised and inspired rbut never held me 

back. He encouraged independence and enthusiasm . When I became excited about 

the early experiments of Fermi and his group at Columbia on the uranium -graphite 

lattice (the first . exponential pile experiments)_, he encouraged me to join that group 

and to participate in the crucial experiments ~'iih pro~ed the feasibility of the 

chain reaction . By the time we moved tJ Chicago, I was leader of a small group 

~~h carried on measurements on fundamental nuclear processes, mostly inspired 

by Szilard and ~H followed by him w ith close interest. 

The day I came to work for Szilard he installed me in his cluttered room in 
::::' - Vrt-t.t.-

the Kinitcrown Hotel, adjacent to Columbia, presented me with a 20~ slide rule 

(which, until today, remains my favorite computer), outlined a program for 

improved computation of the properti:'!s of the carbon -uranium lattice which was to 

occupy me for months, and informed me that he had to leave town for a week or so. 

··· 'At that time Szila rd was continuously traveling, to Washington to assure continuing . -
··· support for the project, to the laborator ies and factories capable of producing 

pure· graphite and uranium metal to goad and cajole their adoption of program s for 

the large -scale production of these vital materials even in the absence of governmental 

assurance of support of these programs. This was the critical period of preparat ion 

for the chain reaction, and Szilard's finger was in .every pie. But he did not need 

. to be around continually in order to supply ideas and inspiration enough to occupy 

all the efforts of more than one eager assistant. 



---
__, Characteristically , Szilard spoke very little of his earlier life and pre t\var 

l../ 
activities . Only little by little, in bits and pieces, did I learn of his work in Berlin 

with von Lau.e and Einstein ~ mostly during an automobile trip from New York to 
Princeton on an 'occasion when he wanted to consult with Einsteinr and on which 

he thoughtfully took the opportunity to introduce me to the great man. His 

fqres:ght in leaving Germany immediately after. Hitler's s§zure of power;--' 

he explain~d :a.w.a.y wi.th the comment that it only had required a short airplane 

trip from Berlin to London, passing over that impossible jumble of frontiers and 

unstable politica l entities, to convince him that the Europe of 1932 was no place 

I in which a sane man could stake his future. My interest in Chinese poetry i/- _ 
I I was reading a book of translations by Arthur Waley -- occasioned some fragmentary IY) ' . 

anecdotes concerning his acquaintance with Waley during the formaticn in England I . 
of a ~omm_ittee to aid the exodus and placement in British,nive~sities of young 

German-]ewi sh scholars, a project, as I learned later, for whose c onception 

a nd execution Szilard was primarily responsible . And despite our very close 
. I collaboration during the period 1941-1944, I never heard directly from him of his . 

~ 

difficulties with the narrow -minded and unimaginative higher authorities of _the 

Ma nhattan Project , who coul d neither understand nor appreciate his independence 

and unconventionality . His method of teaching and guidance was by leadership and ' .,- . (U.-,~ 

.e xample f! never by resort to preachment or authority. /\, . 

After the s uccess of the plutonium project was assured, and I departed 

w ith his blessing to work on the next stage of the project, we corresponded only 

occasionally ~on aspects of the physics probl~ms with which we had been mutually 

concerned. But I saw him from time to time, when project business brought me 

to Chicago , and I could not help but be infected 'with his deep concerns over the 

consequences of the forces he had been so instrumental in releasing . 



------
After the war his scientific interests turned to biology, but on our 

occasionrtl meetings he exhibited the same keen and penetrating interest in the 
problems of particle physics, in which I had become engaged , as he had in the 
problems of nuclear physics on which we had worked together. ~ ge always 
mainta ined a deeply human, if apparently impersonal, interest in me as an 
individual. 

JLfo 
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More and more after 1946 our mutual concerns converged on the problems 
e of controlling the nuclear geni. Ar. 0 ~. ,_) , in the last years of his life, I again " • • k • ., .r~ L<.__ . 

became his assistant in the enterprise of building a more livable world, the ideal -11rtd· 
-wH--iG-h guided all of Leo Szilard's enterprises from his earliest days until his 
death . 
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I ~-;~-----· Listing of Documents Included in Part III J { tf The following list includes the ordering of t he papers referred to 
in this introductory essay that are reproduced here in Part III. 

1'. "Creative Ir.tel~.igence and Society," address by Szilard at the University 
of Chicago, July 31, 1946. 

2. I Szilard - Wigner letter, February 1, 1956. 
N 

3. Szilard- Fermi correspondence, five letters, July 1939. 4. Einstein - Roosevelt letter, August 2, 1939, with Szilard Hemorandum, 
August 15, 1939, and Szilard -Briggs Memorandum, October 21, 1936. 

5. Report A-55, "Divergent chain Reaction in Systems composed of Uranium 
and Carbon. " 

6. Szilard - Tate letter, February 6, 1940. A report of the patent on 
the nuclear reactor with a clipping from The Net-l York Times of May 19, 1955. Physics Reports 7. CP-285·, December 12, 1941: Preliminary Report on Inelastic Collision 

of -Neutrons in Uranium and other Heavy Elements, with W. H. Zinn. 
;;; · 8. - CP-316, November 14, 1941: Preliminary Report on Fission Caused by Fission Neutrons, with J. Marshall, Jr. v9. CP-317, December 5, 1941: Preliminary Report on the Capture of Neutrons 

by Uranium in the. Energy Region of Photo Neutrons from Radium Beryllium 
Sources, with J. Harshall. 
CF-338, December 16, 1941: Memorandum on the Critical Condition for a 

· Fast Neutron Chain Reaction inside a Spherical Shell of Uranium Metal, 
with B. T. Feld. 
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J{. C-189, July 10, 1942: 
1 

Approximate Boundary Conditions for Diffusion 
I( 

Equation at Interface bet~veen tHo Media, with A.M. Weinberg, E. P. 

Wigner, and R. F. Christy. 

12. CP-412, January 19, 1943: Preliminary Comparison of Radon-Boron v 

. and Ba +Be Neutron Sources, with J. Ashkin, S. Bernstein, B. Feld , 

and ·H. Kubitschek . 

~· CF-1117, December 29, 1943: Neutron Emission in Fission of u238, with 

B. Feld, J. Ashkin, S. Bernstein, L. Crentz, J. Kelsner,and R. Scalettar. 

14. ~IDDC-1292, date unknown: Inelastic Scattering of Fast Neutrons, with 

S. Bernstein and B. T. Feld • 

. ·JS· :t-IDDC-1536, August 27, 1947: Inelastic Scattering of Fe, Pb, and Bi, 

with S. Bernstein, B. Feld, and J. Ashkin (Phys. Rev. 21• 1307, 1948). 

~6. Use of Threshold Detectors for Fast Neutron Studies, with B. Feld and 

R. Scalettar (Phys. Rev. ]l, 464, 1947). 

Metallurgy and Engineering Reports 

17. A-24, August 16, 1911: Preliminary Report on the Nelting of U.ranium 

Powder. 

-1 • C-130, June 15, 1942: On the Cooling of the Power Plant (with addenda 

() · 

I 
2J · 

C-146 and C-150). 

CP-308, June 18, 1942: Examples of Pressure Drop Calculations in 

Parallel Flow Helium Cooling,- with B.T. Feld. 

C -279, July 14, 1942: A Magnetic Pump for Liquid Bismuth, with B. Feld. 

21. CP-360, November 23, 1942: Short Memorandum on Bismuth Cooled Pmver Unit 

22. MUC-LS-60, March 6, 1945: Liquid Metal Cooled Fast Neutron Breeder. 
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~* 1. Report A -55 (Declassified as MDDC -446), "Divergent Chain Reactions in V' y~ 

Systems Composed of Uranium and Carbon", submitted to the ?hysical 

Review, Feb. 1940, but publication withel d at the author 's request . 

1 ; . A-45, Suggestion for a Search for Element 94 in Nature , 9/26/41 (eN-G-) 
(3 A - 5f'. ?l"emor" I'r!',,..,.., p,..l· ciTOn- the Q"e Stl'on \\lhot-he,. tJ., ,..., ~~ .. ;,..,,..,of Evnlc c- iHr. 
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.A. Chain-Reacting Bodies Can be Based on an "Expulsion" Method,~ 10/ 21/ 41 
~v*W CP -316 , Preliminary Report on Fission Caused by F i sS. on Neutrons (with 

J. Marshall , Jr.), 11 / 14/41 

5. CP -317, Preliminary Report on the Capture of Neutrons by Urnaium in the I 
Energy Region of Photo Neutrons from Radium Beryllium Sources (with 

I 
J. Marshall), 12/5/41 

P -285, Preliminary Re]!X)rt on Inelastic Collision of Neutrons in Uranium and 

Other Heavy Elements (with W . H. Zinn), 12/12/41 

CF -328, Memorandum on the Critical Condition for a Fast Neutron Chain Reaction ' / 

Inside a Spherical Shell of Uranium Metal (with B. T. Feld), 12/26/41 cP 
\J 8.Wq -189, Approximate Bmmrlary Co!ldi!ions for Diffusion Equation 3.t Interface: 

between Two Media (with A. M. Weinberg, E. P. Wigner, . and R. F. Christy) 

7/10/42 

9. \-CP -412, Preliminary Compariso~ of Radon-Boron and Ra + Be Neutron Source~ 

(MDDC -1436) (with J. Ashkin, S. Bernstein, B. Feld, and H. Kubitschek) 1/19/43 
1! ,0. CF -1177, Neutron Emis sion in Fission of u238 (with B. Feld, J. Ashkin, S. 

Bernstein, L. Crentz, J. Kelsner and R. Sca lettar), 12/29/43 

* Reprinted in full ' ,A..!/ I 

IV\.. If I 
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MDDC -897, Use of TI1reshold Detectors for Fast Neutron Studies, (with B. 
I ' 

Feld, E. Scalettar , L. Szilard ,) Phy s. Rev. 71, 464 (1947) ~ 

MDDC -1292, Inelastic Scattering of Fast Neutrons, S. Bernstein, B. T . Feld, 

L. Szilard. 

MDDC-1536, Inelastic Scattering of Fe , P , and Bi. L . Szilard , S. Bernstein, 

B. Feld, J. Ashkin , Phys. Rev. 73, 1307 4-Q (IQ IJ) 

II. Metallurgy and Engineering 

Jr. Report A-24 (8/16/41), "Preliminary Report on the Melting of Uran ium Powder" 
c~r.- ~ ~ ~4 ~ lj 2. - 30, On the Cooling of the Power Plant, 6/15/42; C -146, Addendum , 6/.J:-5"/42; 

CE.:. I 5 o_ 
~...C-15 , Addendum, 6/29/42. 

C t. -{ 

V 3,. Yf -308, Examples for Pressure Drop Calculations in Parallel Flow Helium 

Cooling (with B. T. Feld) 6/18/42 

CG'-279, A Magnetic Pump for Liquid_ Bismuth, (with B. Feld) 7/14/42 

./ ~' r. ~ \l ~ CE -27 1, Report for Month Ending 9/15/42(Technological Division section by 

:{;.' t_ ~ b L. Szilard) (Magnesium reductim) ~ ~( ~ 
(h 'f// CE -301 , Repor t for month ending 10/15/42 (Technological Div i s ion section by 

L. Sz ilard) (internal water cooling , B i cooling, u238 
fis sion reaction with 

fast neutrons) AI 
cp_ 3-r? ( 1v J 
C0-357, Uranium Aggregates for Power Unit .(_,, ,l;r:..~ J -
CP -360, Short Memorandum on Bismuth Cooled Power Unit, 11 /23/42 

9. MUC-LS-1, Memorandum on Metallurgical Problems Connected with the 

Power Unit which is Cooled by Liquid Metal, June 12, 1943. 

10. MUC -LS-2, Memorandum Concerning Liquid Metal Cooling, 7-30-43 

lr". MUC-LS-5, Memo to S. K. Allison, Potentialities of a beryllium power 

unit, 11/15/43 

12. MUC -LS -13, Memo to A. H. Compton, Designing of production units cociled 

by bismuth a lloy, 3-28-44 

•. 
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13.~ Ohlinger, L. A. ,f and L. Szilardl_ G. You:;g/ New End closure for Al cans . 

March 30, 1944 

14. MUC-LS-19, Memo to J. Chipman, Poisoning the pile with thorium metal alloy , 

4/19/44 

15. MUC -LS-21 , Memo to E. P. Wigner, Re: Purifying plutonium metal, 5-12-44 

16. MUC -LS-22, Memo to E. P . Wigner, Peristaltic method for purifying 

plutonium, 5-20-44. 

17. MUC-LS-23, Memo to A. H. Compton, Bismuth cooled graphite unit, 5-26-44 

18. MUC-LS-24 , Memo to C. M. Cooper, Swelling of slugs , 6/21/44 

19. MUC-LS -27 (N-1346), Memo to E. P. Wigner, An extrusion process eliminating 

the weld on slugs, 7/7/44 

20. MUC-LS-28, Water Moderated Pile with P-9 Core (see N-1355), 7/7/44 

21. MUC-LS-41 (N-1 329h), Memo to S. K. ~l~ison, Assaying 95% enriched uranium, 

8/31/44 

MUC-LS-60, Memoranda on liquid metal cooled fast neutron breeders, 3/6/45 

III. Miscellaneous 

1. MUC -LS-4, Memo to B. Pr:egel, Source of Pb from Canadian pitchblende, 8/2/43 

2. MUC-LS-8, Memo to James Franck, Atomic power and Germany, 12-8-43 

3. MUC-LS-61, Memorandum on the development of the atomic bomb, 3/12/45 

MUC-LS-63, Memo toW. Bartky, Postwar plans, 3/15/45 

5. MUC-LS-70, Letter to F. Oppenheimer, Petition sen~ to Washington, 7-23-45 



I. Preparat ion Lu 

The genius of Leo Sz ilar d had many facets : a power of fore s ight, bordering 

on the visionary, wh ich enabled him to comprehend the long-range consequences 

of a scientific discovery or of a social situation long before they were imagined by 

even the most astute; an ingenuity of approach and execution wh ich led him to 

discover the most unexpected, but yet direct , solutions to difficult problems; a 

tenac ity which prevented him from abandoning difficult problems, but forced him 

to return and return again , devising new a pproaches at each attempt, and yet 

permitting him to l eave the de tails of the solution in other, competent hands once 

the appropriate approach had been found and the path charted; and an overriding 

sense of r esponsibil ity, towards his work, towards science, but most of all towards 

his fellow men. 

All these combin ed to make Leo Szilard an ind ispe:;u:; ible factor in 

the succe ssful achievement of the first man -made nuclear chain r eaction and in 

the vast wartime enterprise known as the Manhattan Project , which culminated 

in the firs t man -made nuclear explosion. 

It was no accident that Leo Szilard was on the spot, at Columbia Univers i ty, 

ready to plunge ~to the experimental investigations of its ramifications immed iately 

after the announcement of the di scovery of nuclear fission. He had sensed, w ith 

that uncanny instinct wh ich never dese rted him, that this was where " the action" 

would be; and he had been scheming and dreaming about the controlled release 

of nuclear energy ever since a remark by Lord Rutherford in the fall of 1933 -- to 

the effect that talk of the la r ge scale liberation of atomic energy is "moonshine" - -

had intrigued and goaded him into taking up the study of nuclear physics. Charac-



, 

teristica lly, he immediately re~zed that, of all the available nuclear 

particles , it was the neutron which held the key, through its ability to penetrate 

matter without the energy -consuming electromagnetic inte ractions which prevented 

all but a minute fraction of the other, charged nuclear projectiles from inducing 

nuclear reactions. The problem was to discover a neutron induced reaction in which 

at least one neutron is emitted for each neutron absorbed. 

And so, a r efugee in England, with no academic base and practically no 

resources, he embarked on a series of fw1damental r esearches which , even 

though they did not succeed in uncovering the type of reaction he had envisaged, 

were to give him that profound understanding of nuclear phenomena which was 

indispensible to his exploitation of the fission reaction when it was finally discovered. 

The scientific aspects of Szilard's work in England, prior to his 

emigration to New York at the beginning of 1938 , are described elsewhere in this 

volume. It is sufficient to observe that if his late entry into the field of nuclear physics 

did not permit him to participate in it s most fundamental discoveries, it did not take 

him long to overcome the handicaps of a newcomer, so that by 1938 Szilard could 

be counted among the elite of the small international community of nuclear physicists . 

Still, he was always profoundly aware of his place in the historical scheme, with no 

illusions and that delicate balance of judgment with which Szilard was always able to 

view history . As usual, this judgment is best described in his own words , and it 

is appropriate to reproduce here an address delivered by Szilard at the University 

of Chicago in 1946; there is, to my knowledge, no more succinct or penetrating 

summary of the history of nuclear physics from its inception until the first chain 

reaction, nor of his own role in this historical chain. 

Item I: Creative Intelligence and Society 

(note to G. W. Sz ila rd -- just what was the occasion of this ta lk?) 



II. Genesis 

Although much has been written about the genesis of the wartime atomic energy 

project, its pre-history --the period between the arrival of Bohr in the US in 1938, 

with fresh knowledge of the discovery of fission, and the setting up of the official 

Manhattan project in 1941 -- remains somewhat obscure and confused. In part, 

this is a natural consequence of the fact that in science, when the time is ripe, 

similar ideas occur s imultaneously at many sources and the rapid interchange of 

ideas and information serves to confuse their origins, ellen in the minds of the most 

important contributors. Furthermore , most scientists are too concerned with their 

current researches to take the time to unravel and record their recollections of the 

past. 

Fortunately, Szilard has left us with a clear record of the st~ps leading to 

the conception of the chain reacting system utilizing a lattice of natural uranium 

embedded in a matrix of graphite. These steps are outlined in a letter written to 

E. P. Wigner in 1956 , which is reproduced at the end of this section, together 

with the documents to which it refers. 

Having established, in an experiment with Walter H. Zinn, the emission of 

neutrons in the fission process*, the problem was how to achieve a self -sustaining 

system -- one in which the neutrons emitted in a fission would be capable of inducing 

at. least one more fission reaction. There are two requirements for such a system: 

first, the fast neutrons emitted in the fission process must be slowed down to thermal 

energies , at which the probability of producing a fission in uranium is much increased; 

second, it is necessary to avoid the parasitic absorpt ion of these neutrons, both by 

* The same fact was s imultaneously and independently ascertained by Anderson , 

Hanstein and Fermi, also at Columbia Univers ity [ Phys . Rev. 55, 797 (1939)] and , 

slightly before, by Halbon, Joliot and Kowarski in Paris fNature , 143, 479 (1939)] . 



uranium during the slowing-down process and by the light elements which are 

required to reduce rapidly the neutrons to thermal energies before they undergo 

such absorption or escape from a necessarily finite system. 

After careful consideration of the poss ibility of utilizing mixtures of uranium 

and water for this purpose [Anderson, Fermi and Szilard, Phys . Rev. 56, 284 (1939) ; 

also HalbC\11, Joliot , Kowarski and Perrin, Journ. de Phys. ~. 428 (1939)], Fermi 

and Sz ila rd eliminated water from consideration as the slowing-down matrix owing to 

the strong neutron absorpt ion properties of hydrogen . (In Szilard's case , at least, 

consideration of the engineering difficulties involved in extracting large amounts of 

power from a water -uranium system were also involved; he had, from the start, 

in mind the necess ity of producing large amounts of plutonium if the chain r eact ion 

was to be of any wartime importance .) Heavy water was also soon discarded 

owing to the unavailability of large quantities. Ca r bon, in the form of graphite, 

was the next choice, despite its considerably poorer energy -moderating properties 

than the hydrogens , both because of it s availability in large quantities and of its 

small neutron absorption cross section (although it was not known for some time 

just how small the cross section is ; as it later turned out, the upper limit known 

at that time could be accounted for entirely on the basis of imp_urities) . 

The problem of avoiding the parasitic (resonance) absorption of neutrons by 

uranium during the slowing-down process was more difficult. Sz ila rd, and also 

Fermi,* hit upon the solution of separating the uranium from the g-raph ite , so that 

the moderating process would take place in the absence of uranium. It r emained 

to work out the necessary proportions of the constituents and their optimum geometrical 

distribution, on the basis of neutron r eaction properties ver y incompletely known 

* Although Fermi was apparently thinking in terms of alternate layers of uranium and 

graphite, rathe r than the lattice structure devised by Szilard. 



and in the absence of a satisfactory theoretical framework for treating such 

heterogeneous mixtures. 

By the end of 1939, Szilard had worked out a rough theory of the nuclear 

chain reaction in a graphite -uranium lattice, which served to convince him of its 

feasi:,ility. This he submitted first as a letter and then as a paper to the Physical 

Review in February, 1940. However, being by then convinced of the favorable 

prospects for its success, and concerned that its publication wo uld aid Germany 

in its prior achievement, its publication was indefinitely deferred at his request. 

This classic paper is here published for the first time. * 

In acknowledgement of their invention, Fermi and Szilard were jointly 

awarded a patent on the nuclar reactor in 19 55 by the United States Government. 

* This paper received only very limited circulation in the Manhattan Project; its 

existence was quite widely known, a's A -55, but under the confusing and wholly 

misguided system of compartmentalization it was not possible, even for members of 

the project, to obtain most reports without establishing a "need to know" their contents. 

Early (pre ..Chicago project) reports on the chain reaction were classified under the 

heading A; later, a more elaborate system was established: C for Chicago, CP for 

physics; CE for engineering; CF for fast neutron work, etc. But the system served 

more to confuse than to clarify. 



II. Letter from Szilard to Wigner, Feb . 1, 1956, followed by : 

1. Letter to the Editor of the Physical Review by Szilard and Zinn 

2. Paper in the Physical Review: Neutron Production and Absorption in Uranium, 

by Anderson, Fermi and Szilard. 

3, 4. Exchange_ of letters between Szilard and Fermi on the use of carbon. 

5. Letter from Einstein to Roosevelt and associated memoranda by Szilard. I! 

6. Report A-55 (note to G. W. Szilard: is there a better copy of A55 available , 

which includes the footnotes?) Also included are the letter to the editor, 

summarizing the results, which was submitted about a week before the 

paper, and a memorandum explaini11g the background, written in July 

1941, which Szilard requested be attached to the project report in order 

that appropriate credit be given for the genesis of the ideas . 

7. Report of the patent on the nuclear rea ctor, with a clippbg from the NY Times 

of May 19, 1955. 



III . Attainment: 

With the broad outlines of the solution generally agreed upon, Szilard was 

content to leave to Fermi the main responsibility for the experiments which were to 

prove the feasibility of the graphite -uranium chain r eaction and explore its properties . 

Although he was deeply involved in the conception of the "exponential" experiment for 

measuring the neutron absorption properties of graphite and for te sting the multiplicative 

properties of sub-critical uranium -graphite sys tems, and he continued to take an active 

interest in the details of the experiments, Szilard' s main efforts, from 1940 on, were 

directed towards planning for the earliest possible use of the rER ctor for the large-

scale production of plutonium . 

That, in fact, enough plutonium was produced to be used militarily before 

the end of the war (albeit just barely), is mainly owed to the acute and incisive 

fo r esight exhibited by Szilard in the earliest stages of the project. 

This may be the appropriate point for some remarks on the question of 

indispensibility: in the history of science very few men have been indispensible; 

particularly in applied science, and the chain reaction definitely falls into this 

category , no man is indispensible. Many men in many CQl ntries had the same or 

sim ilar ideas, and some advanced them relatively far under much more adverse 

circumstances . * The r emarkable exploit involved in the plutonium project was the short 

time -span between the discovery of fission at the end of 1938 and the production by means 

of a high -power -produc ing nuclear reactor of kilogram quantities of an entirely new 

element , plutonium, by 1944 - - a ll this requiring the invention and reduction to 

operation of the nuclear reactor and the development of a completely new branch 

of engineer ing in a field where many of the scientific fundamentals were still not 

* See the r ecent revelations on the exploits of Kurchotov and co -workers in the 

USSR , B. A.S., Dec . 1967 . 



known or imperfectly understood. 

The scientists of the Manhattan project thought they were involved in a race 

against the Germans; they were certainly racing against time. With hindsight, 

one .. may denigrate the importance of their accomplishment or regret, as Szilard 

was afterwards frequently to regret, that they succeeded so well; but retrospect 

cannot dim the lustre of their achievement. And in this accomplishment no man 

was more indispensible than Leo Szilard, and only a few -- notably Enrico Fermi and 

Eugene P. Wigner for the plutonium -production aspect of the project -- can be placed 

at the same level. 

As noted, Szilard' s major contributions came in the earliest stages, in 1940-41, 

mostly commencing even before the Columbia group moved to Chicago and was 

incorporated into the many -faceted Manhattan Project. It was he who first recognized 

the importance of securing copious quantities of pure graphite, and who initiated the 

steps necessary to assure this. More important, realizing at a very early stage the 

necessity of securing pure uranium in its high -density metallic form -- uranium 

metal had not previously been industrially produced, and its metallurgy was only 

vaguely comprehended -- Szilard initiated and personally supervised a program aimed 

at the industrial production of uranium metal of high purity. A brief report (A -24), 

reproduced below, shows how important was his contribution to the success of this 

aspect of the project. 

Szilard's first act on moving to Chicago was to set up a Technological Division, 

of which he was the first head, concerned with the anticipation and solution of the 

engineering and metallurgical problems involved in the achievement of a high -power 

nuclear reactor. To this group he recruited a number of outstanding physicists 

and engineers who undertook, at his instigation, important studies of such problems 

as uranium metal fabrication, coating and cladding, heat transfer, as well as 



studies of alternative (to water) means of removing the fission -heat energy 

in an operating nuclear reactor. 

Szilard's usefulness at this stage stemmed as much from his abilities as 

an engineer as from his understanding of nuclear physics. Like Wigner, whose 

early training in Budapest was in engineering -- a budding scientist in Hungary usually 

turned to engin~ering as the most effective entree into science -- he was a superb 

engineer. It is therefore no coincidence that the most farsighted and imaginative, 

as well as solid, contributions to the solution of the project's unprecedented 

engineering problems came from Szilard's Technological Division and Wigner' s 

Theoretical Division. 

The papers reproduced below, all heretofore unpublished, represent two 

aspects of Szilard' s contributions in this early stage of preparation for the large -scale 

release of nuclear fission energy in a chain reaction aimed at plutonium production. 

The first set a re concerned with the measurement of basic nuclear constc>,nts and 

their application to the design of the nuclear reactor; the· second represent 

engineering studies, some exploratory and some detailed, on reactor design. 

III. a. Physics: 

1) CP -285 (12/12 /41): Preliminary Report on Inelastic Collision of Neutrons in 

Uranium and other Heavy Elements, with W. H. Zinn. 

2) CP _~316 (11 / 14/41): Preliminary Report on Fission Caused by Fission Neutrons, 

with J. Marshall, Jr. 

3) CP -317 (12/5/41): Preliminary Report on the Capture of Neutrons by Uranium 

in the Energy Region of Photo Neutrons from Radium Beryllium Sources, 

with J. Marshall. 



4) C F -338 (12/16/41) Memorandum on the Critical Condition for a Fast Neutron 

Chain Reaction inside a Spher ica l Shell of Uranium Metal, with B. T. Feld 

5) C-189 (7/10/42) : Approximate Boundary Condtions fo r Diffusion Equation at 

Interface between two Media. with A . M. Weinberg, E. P. Wigner, and 

R. F . Christy 

(Note to G. W. Szilard: If the r e is not enough space, 1, 2 , and 3 will suffice as 

examples , and the others can be summarized) 

III. b. Metallurgy and Engineering : 

1) A -24 (8/16/41): Preliminary Report on the Melting of Uranium Powder. 

2) C -130 (6/15/42): On the Cooling of the Power Plant (with addenda C -146 and 

C-150). 



IV . Consolidation: 

Once the decision had been taken, to construct a plutonium production reactor 

at Hanford based on the graphite -uranium system with water cooling, Szilard's 

direct involvement slowly came to an end. The assignment of providing liaison 

between the project physicists and the engineers of the DuPont Company, responsible 

for the construction and operation of the Hanford reactors, was given to Wigner' s 

Theoretical Division; most of Szilard's Technological Division was incorporated 

into the engineering team, while some of its key members drifted off to other, 

more immediately pressing aspects of the project. A small group of physicists, 

under my immediate supervision, continued to work under his direction on some of 

the unsolved problems of nuclear physics only indirectly associated with the reactor . 

However, even though relieved of direct responsibility for the success of 

the project, Leo Szilard could not divest himself of his deep involvement in its 

success . He assumed the role of contingency planner, devising alternative approaches 

in the event of the failure of the water -cooled system, which was encountering 

unfor eseen problems and delays. His favored alternatives were a He -cooled reactor, 

a nd cooling by a eutectic mixture of liquid Bi and Pb. Szilard devoted great efforts 

toward the detailed design of such reactors; for example, he and I developed a detailed 

design for a magnetic pump for liquid bismuth, based on a principle which had been 

invented by him and Einstein in 19 for the purpose of circulating liquid refrigerants 

in a system without moving parts . 

In thi s per iod, Szilard was intrigued with the problem of devising the most 

effic ient system for a nuclear power reactor . In addition to He and Liquid B i cooling 

(he also foresaw the possibility of using the electromagnetic pump for the circulation of 

liquid Na) Szilard foretold and investigated the engineering problems associated with 

most of the reactor systems which have since been seriously considered or 

successfully utilized for power purposes -- a reactor cooled by the boiling of 



water; a beryllium moderated reactor; C02 cooling. In addition , he placed very 

high priority on the problem of breeding -- of designing a reactor which would 

. . 233 239 238 
produce at least one nucleus of a flss1le element (U from Th; Pu from U 

neutron absorption) for each nucleus consumed in fission . 

But more and more, convinced that we had won the race against the Germans, 

Szilard was concerned with the problem of using, or not using, the atomic bomb in a 

fashion most calculated to insure peace and stability in the postwar world. In part, 

his concern for more efficient power reactors was motivated by a belief that 

it would strengthen the hand of the United States Government, in seeking a postwar 

system of stringent controls over nuclear weapons, to have accumulated, in the 

early post -war period, a substantial store of fissile material. 

And thus, to an increasing extent, in the last years of the war, Szilard's 

efforts were devoted to the organization of a strong body of opinion among his 

colleagues in the project for exerting pressures on the government against the 

hasty and ill-considered use of the first atomic bombs. Although these efforts 

failed, their failure only spurred him towards greater efforts at political action 

in the poshvar years. 

But that is another aspect of history.* 

* See, for example, Alice Smith, A Peril and a Hope, University of Chicago Press, 



IV. a . Physics: 

1. CP -412 (1 /19/43): Preliminary Comparison of Radon -Boron and Ba+Be 

Neutron Sources, with]. Ashkin, S. Bernstein, B . Feld and H. Kubitschek 

(use abstract only) 

2. CF-1117 (12/29/43). Neutron Emission in Fission of u238
, with B. Feld, ]. Ashkin, 

S. Bernstein, L. Crentz, ] . Kelsner and R. Scalettar. 

3. MDDC-1292 (date unknown) Inelastic Scattering of Fast neutrons, with S. Bernstein 

and B. T. Feld 

4. MDDC-1536 (8/27/47) Inelastic Scattering of Fe, Pb, and Bi, with S. Bernstein, 

B. Feld, and] . Ashkin (Phys. Rev. 73, 1307 (1948)) 

5. Use of Threshold Detectors for Fast Neutron Studies, with B. Feld and 

R. Scalettar (Phys . Rev. 71, 464 (1947)). 

IV. b. Engineering: 

1. CP -308 (6/18/42) . Examples of Pressure Drop Calculations in Parallel Flow 

Helium Cooling, with B. T. Feld . 

2. CF -279 (7 /14/42) . A Magnetic Pump for Liquid Bismuth, with B. Feld . 

3. CP-360 (11 /23/42) . Short Memorandum on Bismuth Cooled Power Unit 

4. MUC -LS -60 (3 / 16 /45). Liquid Metal Cooled Fast Neutron Breeder. 



V . L'Envoie: 

I could not forego this opportunity for some very personal recollections of 

the unique experience I had in working in close scientific collaboration with Leo 

Szilard during World War II. 

At our first meeting, sometime early in 1941, in response to his 

telephoned invitation to lunch, I succumbed, with only token resistance, to his 

irresistably exciting invitation to join him in the attempt to produce a nuclear 

chain reaction . 

At the time, I was in my second year of graduate studies at Columbia 

University, and just becoming involved in research in Rabi' s molecular beam 

laboratory. But I had heard of, and had been intrigued by the discovery of fission 

it was in the a ir at Columbia -- and, more important, I was convinced that the 

United States would soon (should already have) become involved in the war and 

I was chafing for a chance to make some contribution. Fortunately, I had 

a l ready hit upon a subject which I thought might be suitable for a (theoretical) 

thesis, and Szilard convinced me that I could continue work on this subject in 

my spare time and helped to arrange this with Willis Lamb, who agreed to be 

my thesis supervisor . * 

I never kn_ew why Szilard chose me as his assistant; I suppose he needed 

someone to pursue some of his myriad · ideas, who would follow his instructions 

without too much independence, 'Ah o had enough competence in theoretical techniques 

* By fortunate chance, this worked out as anticipated, and I was able to submit my 

thesis and rece ive my degree immediate ly after the war. 



to carry out a program of computation without too much supervision, and who 

understood enough --but not too much --to pick up a partly developed idea and 

carry it to completion. Whatever his original expectations, I seemed to suit him 

well, for we worked in close collaboration until I left Chicago for Los Alamos in 1944. 

Szilard was an ideal boss. He supervised and inspired, but never held me 

back. He encouraged independence and enthusiasm . When I became excited about 

the early experiments of Fermi and his group at Columbia on the uran ium -graphite 

lattice (the first exponential pile experiments) he encouraged me to join that group 

and to participate in the crucial experiments which proved the feasibility of the 

chain reaction. By the time we moved to Chicago, I was leader of a small group 

which carried on measurements on fundamental nuclear processes, mostly inspired 

by Szilard and all followed by him with close interest. 

The day I came to work for Szilard he installed me in his cluttered room in 

the Kings Crown Hotel, adjacent to Columbia, presented me with a 20" slide rule 

(which, until today, remains my favorite computer), outlined a program for 

improved computation of the properties of the carbon -uranium lattice which was to 

occupy me for months, and informed me that he had to leave town for a week or so. 

At that time Szilard was continuously traveling, to Washington to assure continuing 

support for the project, to the laboratories and factories capable of producing 

pure graphite and uranium metal to goad arid cajole their adoption of programs for 

the large -scale production of these vital materials even in the absence of governmental 

assurance of support of these programs. This was the critical period of preparation 

for the chain reaction, and Szilard's finger '.vas in every pie. But he did not need 

to be around continually in order to supply ideas and inspiration enough to occupy 

all the efforts of more than one eager assistant. 



Characteristically, Szilard spoke very little of his earlier life and pre -war 
activities. Only little by little, in bits and pieces, did I learn of his work in Berlin 
with von Laue and Einstein -- mostly during an automobile trip from New York to 
Princeton on an occasion when he wanted to consult with Einstein, and on which 
he thoughtfully took the opportunity to introduce me to the great man. His 
foresight in leaving Germany immediately a fter Hitler ' s siezure of power, 
he explained away with the comment that it only had required a short airplane 
t r ip from Berlin to London, passing over that impossible jumble of frontiers and 
unstable political entities, to convince him that the Europe of 1932 was no place 
in which a sane man could stake his future . My interest in Chinese poetry --
I was reading a book of translations by Arthur Waley -- occasioned some fragmentary 
anecdotes concerning his acquaintance with Waley during the formatioo in England 
of a Committee to aid the exodus and placement in British Universities of young 
German-Jewish scholars , a project, as I learned later, for whose conception 
a nd execution Szilard was primarily responsible . And despite our very close 
collaboration during the period 1941 -1944, I never heard directly from him of his 
difficul ties with the narrow -minded and unimaginative higher authorities of the 
Manhattan Pro ject, who could neither understand nor appreciate his independence 
and unconventionality . His method of teaching and guidance was by leadership and 
example --never by resort to preachment or authority. 

After the success of the plutonium project was assured, and I departed 
with his bless ing to work on the next stage of the project, we corresponded only 
occasionally, on aspects of the physics problems with which we had been mutually 
c oncerned . But I saw him from t ime to time, when project business brought me 
to Chicago, and I coul d not help but be infected with his deep concerns over the 
consequences of the forces he had been so instrumental in releasing . 



After the war his scientific interests turned to biology, but on our 

occasional meetings he exhibited the same keen and penetrating interest in the 

problems of particle physics, in which I had become engaged, as he had in the 

problem s of nuclear physics on which we had worked together. And he always 

maintained a deeply human, if apparently impersonal , interest in me as an 

individual. 

More and more after 1946 our mutual concerns converged on the problems 

of controlling the nuclear geni. And so, in the last years of his life, I again 

became his assistant in the enterprise of building a more livable world , the ideal 

which guided all of Leo Szilard's enterprises from his earliest days until his 

· death. 



VI. Appendix 

There folbws a list of the reports, memoranda, letters and other 

documents wh ich are listed in the retrospective files of the Manhattan project, 

with brief summaries of the contents of some of the more important of them. 

Since Szilard was habituated to memoranda, which recorded his ideas and 

invent ions, many of which never went beyond his own files, this list is of 

necessity incomplete . But merely listing them provides a striking 

demonstration of the breadth of vision and versatility of this remarkable man . 

lists 
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II/ -
I. Preparation 

The genius of Leo Szilard had many facets: a power of foresight , bordering 

on the visionary, which enabled him to comprehend the long-range consequences 

of a scientific discovery or of a social situation long before they were imagined by 

even the most astute; an ingenuity of approach and execution which led him to 

discover the most unexpected, but yet direct, solutioi1s to difficult problems; a 

tenacity which prevented him from abandoning difficult problems, but forced him 

to return and return again, devising new approaches at each attempt, and yet 

permitting him to leave the details of the solution in other, competent hand s once 

the appropriate approach had been found and the path charted; and an overriding 

sense of responsibility, towards his work, towards science, but most of all towards 

his felloyv men. 

All these combinec1 to make Leo Szilard an indispci1siblc factor in 

the successful achievement of the first man -made nuclear chain reaction and in 

the vast wartime enterprise known as the Manhattan Project, which culminated 

in the first man -made nuclear explosion. 

It was no accident that Leo Szilard was on the spot, at Columbia University, 

ready to plunge ~to the experimental investigations of its ramifications immediately 

after the announcement of the discovery of nuclear fission. He had sensed, with 

that uncanny instinct which never deserted him, that this was where "the action" 

would be; and he had been scheming and dreaming about the controlled release 

of nuclear energy ever since a remark by Lord Rutherford in the fall of 1933 -- to 

the effect that talk of the large scale liberation of atomic energy is "moonshine" --

had intrigued and goaded him into taking up the study of nuclear physics. Charac-



. . 
teristically , he immediately relvzed that, of all the available nuclear 

particles , it was the neutron which held the key , through its ability to penetrate 

matter without the energy -consuming e lectromagnetic interactions which prevented 

all but a m inute fraction of the other , charged nuclear projectiles from inducing 

nuclear reactions. The problem was to discover a neutron induced reaction in which 

at least one neutron is emitted for each neutron absorbed . 

And so, a refugee in England, with no academic base and practically no 

resources, he embarked on a series of fundamental researches which, even 

though they did not succeed in uncovering the type of r eaction he had envisaged, 

were to give him that profound understanding of nuclear phenomena which was 

indispensible to his exploitation of the fission r eaction when it was fina lly discovered . 
. 

The scientific aspects of Szilard' s work in England, prior to his 

emigration to New York at the beginning of 19 38 , are described e l sewhere in this 

volume. It is sufficient to observe that if his late entry into the fie ld of nuclear physics 

did not permit him to participate in its most fundamental discoveries, it did not take 

him long to overcome the handicaps of a newcomer, so that by 1938 Szilard could 

be counted among the elite of the small international community of nuclear physicists. 

Still, he was always profoundly aware of his place in the historical scl1eme, with no 

illusions and that delicate balance of judgment with which Szilard was always able to 

view history. As usual, this judgmen.t is best described in his own words, and it 

is appropriate to reproduce here an address delivered by Szilard at the University 

of Chicago in 1946; there is, to my knowledge , no more succinct or penetrating 

summary of the history of nuclear physics from its inception until the first chain 

reaction, nor of his own role in this historical chain . 

Item I: Creative Intelligence and Society 

(note to G . W . Szilard --just what was the occasion of this talk?) 

I 
I 



II. Genesis 

Although much has been written about the genesis of the wartime atomic energy 

project, its pre-history --the period bet\veen the arrival of Bohr in the US in 1938, 

with fresh knowledge of the discovery of fission, and the setting up of the official 

Manhattan project in 1941 -- remains somewhat obscure and confused . In pa rt, 

this is a natural consequence of the fa ct that in science, when the time is ripe, 

similar ideas occur simultaneously at many sources and the rapid interchange of 

ideas and information serves to confuse their origins, ev.cn in the minds of the most 
I 

important contributors. Furthermore, most scientists are too concerned with their 

current researches to take the time to unravel and record their recollections of the 

past . 

Fortunately, Szilard has left us with a clear record of the st~ps leading to 

the conception of the chain reacting system utilizing a lattice of natural uranium 

embedded in a matrix of graphite. These steps are outlined in a lette r written to 

E . P. Wigner in 1956, which is r eproduced at the end of this section, together 

with the documents to which it refers. 

Having established, in an experiment with Walter H. Zinn , the emission of 

neutrons in the fission process*, the problem was how to achieve a self -sustaining 

system -- one in which the neutrons emitted in a fission would be capable of inducing 

at least one more fission reaction. There are two requirements for such a system: 

first , the fast neutrons emitted in the fission process must be slowed down to thermal 

energies , at which the probability of producing a fission in uranium is much increased; 

second, it i s necessary to avoid the parasitic absorption of these neutrons, both by 

* The same fact was simultaneously and independently ascertained by Anderson, 

Han stein and Fermi, also at Columbia University [ Phys . Rev . 55, 797 (1939) J and, 

slightly before, by Halbon, Joliot and Kowarski in Paris f Nature , 143 , 479 (1939) J. 



uranium during the slowing-down process and by the light elements which are 

required to reduce rapidly the neutrons to thermal energies before they undergo 

such absorption or escape from a necessarily finite system. 

After careful consideration of the possibility of utilizing mixtures of uranium 

and water for this purpose [Anderson, Fermi and Szilard, Phys. Rev. 56, 284 (1939); 

also HalbQJ1, Joliot, Kowarski and Perrin, Journ. de Phys. ~· 428 (1939)], Fermi 

and Szilard eliminated water from consideration as the slowing-down matrix owing to 

the strong neutron absorption properties of hydrogen. (In Szilard's case, at least, 

consideration of the engineering difficulties involved in extracting large amounts of 

power from a water-uranium system were also involved; he had, from the start, 

in mind the necessity of producing large amounts of plutonium if the chain reaction 

was to be of any wartime importance.) Heavy water was also soon discarded 

owing to the unavailability of large quantities. Carbon, in the form of graphite, 

was the next choice, despite its considerably poorer energy -moderating properties 

than the hydrogens, both because of its availability in large quantities and of its 

small neutron absorption cross section (although it was not known for some time 

just how small the cross section is; as it later turned out, the upper limit known 

at that time could be accounted for entirely on the basis of impurities). 

The problem of avoiding the parasitic (resonance) absorption of neutrons by 

uranium during the slowing-down process was more difficult. Szilard, and also 

Fermi,* hit upon the solution of separating the uranium from the graphite, so that 

the moderating process would take place in the absence of uranium. It remained 

to work out the necessary proportions of the constituents and their optimum geometrical 

distribution, on the basis of neutron reaction properties very incompletely known 

* Although Fermi was apparently thinking in terms of alternate layers of uranium and 

graphite, rather than the lattice structure devised by Szilard. 



. ' 
and in the absence of a satisfactory theoretical framework for treating such 

heterogeneous mixtures . 

By the end of 1939, Szila rd had worked out a rough theory of the nuclear 

chain reaction in a graphite -uranium lattice, which served to convince him of its 

feasi~ility. This he submitted first as a letter and then as a paper to the Physical 

Review in February, 1940 . However , being by then convinced of the favorable 

prospects for its success, and concerned that its publication would aid Germany 

in its prior achievement, its publication was indefinitely deferred at his r equest. 

This classic paper is here published fo r the first time.* 

In acknowledgement of their invention, Fermi and Szilard were jointly 

awarded a patent on the nuclar reactor in 1955 by the United States Government. 

* This paper received only very limited circula tion in the Manhattan Project; its 

existence was quite widely known, a's A -55, but under the confusing and wholly 

misguided system of compartmentalization it was not possible, even for members of 

the project, to obtain most reports without establishing a "need to know" their contents. 

Early (pre -Ghicago project) reports on the chain reaction were classified under the 

heading A; later, a more elaborate system was established: C for Chicago , CP for 

physics; CE for engineering; CF for fast neutron work, etc. But the system served 

more to confuse than to clarify. 



II . Letter from Szilard to Wigner, Feb. 1, 1956, followed by: 

1. Letter to the Editor of the Physical Review by Szilard and Zinn 

2 . Paper in the Physical Review: Neutron Production and Absorption in Uranium , 

by Anderson, Fermi and Szilard . 

3, 4 . Exchange of letters between Szilard and Fermi on the use of carbon . 

5. Letter from Einstein to Roosevelt and associated memoranda by Szilard . 

6 . Report A-55 (note to G. W . Szilard: is there a better copy of A55 available, 

which includes the footnotes?) Also included are the letter to the editor, 

summarizing the results, which was submitted about a week before the 

paper , and a memorandum explainin,g the background, written in July 

1941 , which Szilard requested be attached to the project report in order 

that appropriate credit be given for the genesis of the ideas . 

7. Report of the patent on the nuclear reactor, with a clippL1g from the NY Times 

of May 19 , 1955 . 



.. III. Attainment: 

With the broad outlines of the solution generally agreed upon, Szilard was 

content to leave to Fermi the main r e sponsibility for the experiments which were to 

prove the feasibility of the graphite -uranium chain reaction and explore its properties . 

Although he was deeply involved in the conception of the "exponential" experiment for 

measuring the neutron absorption properties of graphite and for testing the multiplicative 

properties of sub-critical uranium -graphite systems, and he continued to take an active 

interest in the details of the experiments, Szilard's main efforts, from 1940 on, were 

directed towards planning for the earliest possible use of the rER ctor for the large-

scale production of plutonium. 

That, in fact , enough plutonium was produced to be used militarily before 

the end of the war (albeit just barely), is mainly owed to the acute and incisive 

foresight exhibited by Szilard in the earliest stages of the project. 

This may be the appropriate point for some remarks on the question of 

indispensibility: in the history of science very few men have been indispensible; 

particularly in applied science, and the chain reaction definitely falls into this 

category, no man is indispensible . Many men in many cru ntries had the same or 

similar ideas, and some advanced them relatively far under much more adverse 

circumstances.* The remarkable exploit involved in the plutonium project was the short 

time -span between the discovery of fiss ion at the end of 1938 and the production by means 

of a high -power -producing nuclear reactor of kilogram quantities of an entirely new 

element, plutonium, by 1944 -- all this requiring the invention and reduction to 

operation of the nuclear reactor and the development of a completely new branch 

of engineering in a field where many of the scientific fundamentals were still not 

* See the recent revelations on the exploits of Kurchotov and co -workers in the 

USSR, B. A. S., Dec. 1967. 



· ' 

known or imperfectly understood. 

The scientists of the Manhattan project thought they were involved in a race 

against the Germans; they were certainly racing against time. With hindsight, 

one .. may denigrate the importance of their accomplishment or regret, as Szilard 

was afterwards frequently to regret, that they succeeded so well; but retrospect 

cannot dim the lustre of their achievement. And in this accomplishment no man 

was more indispensible than Leo Szilard, and only a few -- notably Enrico Fermi and 

Eugene P. Wigner for the plutonium -production aspect of the project -- can be placed 

at the same level. 

As noted, Szilard's major contributions came in the earliest stages, in 1940-41, 

mostly commencing even before the Columbia group moved to Chicago and was 

incorporated into the many -faceted Manhattan Project. It was he who first recognized 

the importance of securing copious quantities of pure graphite, and who initiated the 

steps necessary to assure this. More important, realizing at a very early stage the 

necessity of securing pure uranium in its high -density metallic form -- uranium 

metal had not previously been industrially produced, and its metallurgy was only 

vaguely comprehended -- Szilard initiated and personally supervised a program aimed 

at the industrial production of uranium metal of high purity. A brief report (A -24), 

reproduced below, shows how important was his contribution to the success of this 

aspect of the project. 

Szilard's first act on moving to Chicago was to set up a Technological Division, 

of which he was the first head, concerned with the anticipation and solution of the 

engineering and metallurgical problems involved in the achievement of a high -power 

nuclear reactor. To this group he recruited a number of outstanding physicists 

and engineers who undertook, at his instigation, important studies of such problems 

as uranium metal fabrication, coating and cladding, heat transfer, as well as 



studies of alternative (to water) means of removing the fission -heat energy 

in an operating nuclear reactor. 

Szilard's usefulness at this stage stemmed as much from his abilities as 

an engineer as from his understanding of nuclear physics . Like Wigner , whose 

early training in Budapest was in engineering -- a budding scientist in Hungary usually 

turned to engin~ering as the most effective entree into science -- he was a superb 

engineer. It i s therefore no coincidence that the most farsighted and imaginative , 

as well as solid, contributions to the solution of the project's unprecedented 

engineering problems came from Szilard's Technological Division and Wigner' s 

Theoretical Division. 

The papers reproduced below , all heretofore unpublished, represent two 

aspects of Szilard' s contributions in this early stage of preparation for the large -scale 

release of nuclear fission energy in a chain reaction aimed at plutonium production. 

The first set are concerned with the measurement of basic nuclear const2.nts and 

their application to the design of the nuclear reactor; the second represent 

engineering studies, some exploratory and some detailed, on reactor design. 



IV. Consolidation: 

Once the decision had been taken, to construct a plutonium production reactor 

at Haniord based on the graphite-uranium system with water cooling, Szilard's 

direct involvement slowly came to an end . The assignment of providing liaison 

between the project physicists and the eng in eers of the DuPont Company, responsible 

for the construction and operation of the Hanford reactors, was given to Wigner' s 

Theoretical Division; most of Szilard's Technological Division was incorporated 

into the engineering team, while some of its key members drifted off to other, 

more immediately pressing aspects of the project. A small group of physicists , 

under my immediate supervision, continued to work under his direction on some of 

the unsolved problems of nuclear physics only indirectly associated with the reactor. 

However, even though relieved of direct responsibility for the success of 

the project, Leo Szilard could not divest himself of his deep involvement in its 

success. He assumed the role of contingency planner, devising alternative approaches 

in the event of the failure of the water -cooled system, which was encountering 

unforeseen problems and delays. His favored alternatives were a He -cooled reactor, 

and cooling by a eutectic mixture of liquid B i and P b. Szilard devoted great efforts 

toward the detailed design of such reactors; for example, he and I developed a detailed 

design for a magnetic pump for liquid bismuth, based on a principle which had been 

invented by him and Einstein in 19 for the purpose of circulating liquid refrigerants 

in a system without moving parts. 

In this period, Szilard was intrigued with the problem of devising the most 

efficient system for a nuclear power reactor. In addition to He and Liquid B i cooling 

(he also foresaw the possibility of using the electromagnetic pump for the circulation of 

liquid Na) Szilard foretold and investigated the engineering problems associated with 

most of the reactor systems which have since been seriously considered or 

successfully utilized for power purposes - - a reactor cooled by the boiling of 

I 
I, 



water; a beryllium moderated reactor; C02 cooling. In addition , he placed very 

high priority on the problem of breeding -- of designing a r eactor which would 

. . 233 239 238 produce at least one nucleus of a f1ss1le element (U from Th; Pu from U 

neutron absorption) for each nucleus consumed in fission . 

But more and more , convinced that we had won the race against the Germans, 

Szilard was concerned with the problem of using, or not using, the atomic bomb in a 

fashion most calculated to insure peace and stability in the postwar world . In part, 

his concern · for more efficient power reactors was motivated by a belief that 

it would strengthen the hand of the United States Government, in seeking a postwar 

system of stringent controls over nuclear weapons, to have accumulated , in the 

early post-war period, a substantial store of fissile material. 

And thus, to an increasing extent, in the last years of the war , Szilard' s 

efforts were devoted to the organization of a strong body of opinion among his 

colleagues in the proj ect for exerting pressures on the government against the 

hasty and ill-considered use of the first atomic bombs. Although these efforts 

failed, their failure only spurred him towards greater efforts at political action 

in the postwar years. 

But that is another aspect of history . * 

* See, for example, Alice Smith, A Peril and a Hope, University of Chicago Press, 



V. L'Envoie: 

I could not forego this opportunity for some very personal recollections of 

the unique experience I had in working in close scienLific collaboration with Leo 

Szilard during World War II. 

At our first meeting, sometime early in 1941, in response to his 

telephoned invitation to lunch, I succumbed, with only token resistance, to his 

irresistably exciting invitation to join him in the attempt to produce a nuclear 

chain reaction. 

At the time, I was in my second year of graduate studies at Columbia 

University, and just becoming involved in research in Rabi' s molecular beam 

laboratory. But I had heard of, and had been intrigued by the discovery of fission 

it was in the air at Columbia -- and, more important, I was convinced that the 

United States would soon (should already have) become involved in the war and 

I was chafing for a chance to make some contribution. Fortunately, I had 

already hit upon a subject which I thought might be suitable for a (theoretical) 

thesis, and Szilard convinced me that I could continue work on this subject in 

my spare time and helped to arrange this with Willis Lamb, who agreed to be 

my thesis supervisor. * 

I never kn_ew why Szilard chose me as his assistant; I suppose he needed 

someone to pursue some of his myriad· ideas, who would follow his instructions 

without too much independence, W1 o had enough competence in theoretical techniques 

* By fortunate chance, this worked out as anticipated , and I was able to submit my 

thesis and receive my ~egree immediately after the war . 



to carry out a program of computation without too much supervision, and who 

understood enough -- but not too much -- to pick up a partly developed idea and 

carry it to completion. Whatever his original expectations , I seemed to suit him 

well , for we worked in close collaboration until I left Chicago for Los Alamos in 1944. 

Szilard was an ideal boss. He supervised and inspired, but never held me 

back. He encouraged independence and enthusiasm. When I became excited about 

the early experiments of Fermi and his group at Columbia on the uranium -graphite 

lattice (the first exponential pile experiments) he encouraged me to join that group 

and to participate in the crucial experiments which proved the feasibility of the 

chain reaction. By the time we moved to Chicago, I was leader of a small group 

which carried on measurements on fundamental nuclear processes, mostly inspired 

by Szilard and all followed by him with close interest. 

The day I came to work for Szilard he installed me in his cluttered room in 

the Kings Crown Hotel, adjacent to Columbia, presented me with a 20" slide rule 

(which, until today, remains my favorite computer), outlined a program for 

improved computation of the properties of the carbon -uranium lattice which was to 

occupy me for months , and informed me that he had to leave town for a week or so . 

At that time Szilard was continuously traveling, to Washington to assure continuing 

support for the project, to the laboratories and factories capable of producing 

pure graphite and uranium metal to goad and cajole their adoption of programs for 

the large -scale production of these vital materials even in the absence of governmental 

assurance of support of these programs. This was the critical period of preparat ion 

for the chain reaction, and Szilard's finger '.vas in every pie . But he did not need 

to be around continually in order to supply ideas and inspiration enough to occupy 

all the efforts of more than one eager assistant. 



Characteristically, Szilard spoke very little of his earlier life and pre -war ., . 
activities. Only little by little, in bits and pieces, did I learn of his work in Berlin 
with von Lat.te and Einstein -- mostly during an automobile trip from ew York to 
Princeton on an occasion when he wanted to consult with Einstein, and on which 
he thoughtfully took the opportunity to introduce me to the great man. His 
foresight in leaving Germany immediately after Hitler's siezure of power, 
he explained away with the comment that it only had required a short airplane 
trip from Berlin to London, passing over that impossible jumble of frontiers and 
unstable political entities, to convince him that the Europe of 1932 was no place 
in which a sane man could stake hfs future. My interest in Chinese poetry --
I was reading a book of translations by Arthur Waley -- occasioned some fragmentary 
anecdotes concerning his acquaintance with Waley during the formatioo in England 
of a Committee to aid the exodus and placement in British Universities of young 
German-Jewish scholars, a project, as I learned later, for whose conception 
and execution Szilard was primarily responsible. And despite our very close 
collaboration during the period 1941-1944, I never heard directly from him of his 
difficulties with the narrow -minded and unimaginative higher authorities of the 
Manhattan Project, who could neither understand nor appreciate his independence 
and unconventionality. His method of teaching and guidance was by leader ship and 
example -- never by resort to preachment or authority. 

After the success of the plutonium project was assured, and I departed 
with his blessing to work on the next stage of the project, we corresponded only 
occasionally , on aspects of the physics problems with which we had been mutually 
concerned. But I saw him from time to time, when project business brought me 
to Chicago , and I could not help but be infected with his deep concerns over the 
c onsequences of the forces he had been so instrumental in releasing . 



After the war his scientific interests turned to biology, but on our 

occasional meetings he exhibited the same keen and penetrating interest in the 

problems of particle physics, in which I ha d become ~ngaged, as he had in the 

problems of nuclear physics on which we had worked together. And he always 

maintained a deeply human, if apparently impersonal, interest in me as an 

individual. 

More and more after 1946 our mutual concerns converged on the problems 

of controlling the nuclear geni. And so, in the last years of his life, I again 

became his assistant in the enterprise of building a more livable world, the ideal 

which guided all of Leo Szilard's enterprises from his earliest days until his 

· death . 



VI. Appendix 

There folbws a list of the reports, memoranda, letters and other 

documents which are listed in the r e trospe ctive files of the Manhattan project , 

with brief summaries of the contents of some of the more important of them. 

Since Szilard was habituated to memoranda, which recorded his ideas and 

inventions , many of which never went beyond his own files, this list is of 

necessity incomplete . But merely listing them provides a striking 

demonstration of the breadth of vision and versatility of this remarkable man . 

lists 
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